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Abstract We propose a marker-less model-based camera tracking approach, which makes use of GPU-assisted
analysis-by-synthesis methods on a very wide field of
view (e.g. fish-eye) camera. After an initial registration
based on a learned database of robust features, the synthesis part of the tracking is performed on graphics hardware, which simulates internal and external parameters
of the camera, this way minimizing lens and viewpoint
differences between a model view and a real camera image. Based on an automatically reconstructed free-form
surface model we analyze the sensitivity of the tracking
to the model accuracy, in particular the case when we
represent curved surfaces by planar patches. We also examine accuracy and show on synthetic and on real data
that the system does not suffer from drift accumulation.
The wide field of view of the camera and the subdivision
of our reference model into many textured free-form surface patches make the system robust against illumination
changes, moving persons and other occlusions within the
environment and provide a camera pose estimate in a
fixed and known coordinate system.

1 Introduction and Previous Work
Camera tracking is nowadays used in many applications,
e.g. robotics, visual navigation or augmented reality [9,
12]. It can suffer from poor localization of visual features,
ill-posed estimation (aperture problem, too small field of
view), drifting references, occluded or moving scene content and lighting changes. To overcome these issues we
propose a fish-eye camera as a visual pose sensor, which
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systematically captures the surrounding scene in an offline phase and can then be used in an online phase for
real-time tracking. Fish-eye cameras have the advantage
that they have a very wide field of view compared to
a standard perspective camera. Therefore they always
“see” large parts of the static scene even if objects or
persons move and occlude parts of the background or
when the camera rotates. Furthermore, pose estimation
is better conditioned than for perspective cameras [50,
26, 40]. In our approach, the scene in which the camera
moves does not need to be set up with expensive calibrated markers as in the VIS-Tracker [21] or the FreeD
system [52] and can therefore be any location which provides textured surfaces for tracking, e.g. outdoor in front
of a building.
During the last years several online camera tracking systems have been proposed: Commercially available
systems (e.g. [52,21]) need special calibrated markers,
fast structure-from-motion [46] is prone to drift on long
sequences due to a missing absolute reference. Other,
e.g. gradient-based object tracking approaches [31] cannot cope with clutter and occlusion like moving objects
or persons within the scene. Interest point based systems tend to jitter, because they apply fast 2D feature
extraction methods to every single image (e.g. SIFT in
[49] or FastLaplacian in [36]), which can suffer from few
features or poor feature localization and have to be regularized by temporal pose filtering. An overview of approaches can be found in [35]. The optimal solution taking into account all measurements is known as bundle
adjustment, which is very expensive. Therefore several
authors proposed SLAM (simultaneous localization and
mapping [12, 43]) approaches, which can be seen as a
tradeoff: They combine properties from fast structurefrom-motion, which efficiently solves pose estimation usually only for the most recent view, and exact bundle adjustment, which considers correlations between all poses
and 3D points.
Our system overcomes this tradeoff in that we bring
forward the bundle adjustment in an offline phase [4],
where we do not have time constraints. The results are
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stored and can be used in an efficient way in the online
phase. Another key idea is that feature tracking is improved by compensating the features’ appearances with
respect to 3D viewpoint and lens effects, which can efficiently be done on graphics hardware with sub-pixel
accuracy. In that sense our approach is similar to the
one in [14, 24], which used plenoptic models of an environment to estimate the camera pose in a particle filter approach. They render multiple hypothesis images
and assign a score to each, depending on a similarity between the rendered and the real image. However, even
though they estimate only three degrees of freedom for
an ideal perspective image, i.e. x,y-position and heading of a robot, their approach is not real-time capable,
because the particle filter needs lots of measurements
(synthesized views) as input and pure image-based rendering in large scenes is expensive. Instead, we propose
a hardware-accelerated approach which exploits depth
information from a model, this way allowing to directly
compute the camera pose from only one synthesized image of the model.
The approach is separated into an offline and an online phase. During the offline phase, a very wide field
of view camera (e.g. fish-eye with 180◦ ) is systematically moved within a scene and a structure-from-motionapproach is applied to reconstruct the environment as a
textured triangle mesh. Since no time-constraints are imposed during offline-processing, an optimal batch tracking with bundle adjustment and multi-camera depth estimation is possible, yielding high quality models [4].
Next, robust 2D features (e.g. MSER [39]) are extracted
from reference images, their 3D coordinates are computed and the features are stored in a database according
to [34]. The textured triangle mesh and the robust features database serve as an offline reference model.
In the online phase, robust features are extracted
from the first image and matched to the robust features
of the offline database similar to [34]. Using these correspondences an approximate camera pose is estimated for
initialization of the system. From the predicted, approximate pose, we synthesize a fish-eye image of our offline
model using the same (intrinsic and extrinsic) camera
parameters as the real fish-eye camera has (see section
2). We need to minimize the intensity difference between
rendered and real camera image to obtain the correct
camera pose. However, since we want to cope with outliers and moving scene content, we do not use a global
gradient based approach to estimate the pose parameters
as Koch in [31] but search for local 2D offsets of individual free-form surfaces using the KLT approach [38]. From
the exact locations of the surfaces in the camera image
we can compute the final camera pose as described in
section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to the evaluation of the
system on real and synthetic data followed by a conclusion.

2 Spherical Camera
We propose to use a wide field-of-view camera, e.g. with
a fish-eye lens, which has a nearly linear and isotropic
relation between distance in pixels to the principal point
and the angle between the ray and the optical axis[26].
Fleck [20] calls this the equidistant projection. A comparison between spherical and perspective cameras regarding tracking can be found in [50], which showed that pose
estimation is more accurate with a wider field of view and
that the lower angular resolution of the fish-eye lens is
more than compensated by its wide field of view. Furthermore, such a camera covers a larger solid angle and
therefore features can be seen for a longer period of time
in image sequences.
Let P () be the function that computes a 2D image
point xi from a 3D scene point Xi , which takes care of
all internal and external camera parameters of our real
camera (CCD size, lens distortion, camera pose p, ...):
P (p, k, Xi ) = xi
P () is actually composed of extrinsic camera parameters,
i.e. the pose p (position and orientation) of the camera,
and intrinsic camera parameters k, which describe the
mapping of 3D points in the camera coordinate system
to image coordinates. The internal camera parameters
do not change during tracking, since they depend only
on the lens and the hardware, we are going to estimate
the pose. We describe the internal camera transformation
with the function Kk (), where Kk () maps projection rays
in the camera coordinate system to 2D points in the
image depending on a vector of internal parameters k.
Therefore when we measure a 2D image point xi in any
camera we can use Kk−1 to compute the ray that maps
the image point onto the unit sphere within the camera
coordinate system. We define the mapping from world
coordinates to normalized camera coordinates (a ray) by
P̂ :
P̂ (p, Xi ) = Kk−1 (xi ) = x̂i
where P̂ is only a function of the pose and the 3D point.
k can be determined by calibration [48]. If the effects of
Kk () are removed from the image measurement, we compute on rays in the camera coordinate system, which is
quite flexible and abstracts from the underlying hardware: Although the proposed wide field-of-view cameras
provide the aforementioned advantages, the methods in
this contribution are not restricted to a particular fisheye lens and can in principle be applied to all calibrated
cameras with a single center of projection.

2.1 Virtual View Synthesis
In a similar way we “normalized” the 2D positions and
uncertainties given an internal camera calibration, we
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can synthesize fish-eye images using the graphics hardware (compare figure 1). The GPU (graphics processing
unit) already provides very efficient techniques of generating ideal perspective images of virtual scenes, e.g.
scenes represented as textured triangle meshes. In order to synthesize a fish-eye image from a given camera
position, we render 6 perspective views in the 6 main
directions (left, front, right, back, bottom, up). In computer graphics this is known as cube-mapping of environment [47]. Afterwards we stitch these 6 images together
to form a fish-eye image by means of indirect texture
look-up. This again exploits that the optical ray for each
pixel in the fish-eye image is known by calibration and
that therefore the relevant perspective cube face can be
chosen. Furthermore the coordinates are known where
the perspective camera observes this ray. This technique
can be efficiently implemented using OpenGL/CG [11,
19] and runs directly on the graphics hardware. Furthermore we combine the Z-Buffer values to produce a spherical depth map in a similar way. With the same scheme
perspective views with radial distortion or other single
center of projection cameras can be simulated. The resolution of the cube maps must be carefully chosen such
that the stitched image can still contain the highest frequency components. This requires the determination of
an upper bound of the local minification during stitching. Aliasing on the other hand is avoided automatically,
e.g. using trilinear texture filtering on the graphics hardware.

3 Initialization
The textured triangle mesh generated by the offline phase
[4] is a reconstructive model of the scene: It represents
the scene well in the sense that we can reconstruct a virtual view of the scene from any given viewpoint. However, when the camera is switched on during the online
phase, no prior information is given about the viewpoint
and we have to initially register the camera with respect
to the scene. A discriminative model (cf. [7]) of the scene,
which tells us which part of the scene we are seeing, is
needed.
Several approaches exist to roughly register a camera
image within a previously learned scene, among them
view based methods like Fourier-Mellin registration[51],
histogram or P-Channel matching [18, 17], line-based registration [54, 53] or local feature based methods [45, 36,
34], of which the one should be chosen which best fits
the given scenario. This might for instance be lines for
tracking the camera against a football pitch or global
frequency analysis methods if no occlusion, clutter or
perspective changes happen. We will briefly outline an
approach based on a database of robust features as described in [34], which allows to find a camera pose without prior pose information, if the scene contains a significant amount of distinguishable local images features.

Fig. 1 Top: 3D view of cube-mapped environment (perspective views) Bottom:Fish-eye image with center, 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦
and 180◦ field of view circles. To synthetically generate a fisheye image, the faces of a cube are rendered as perspective images with 90◦ field of view. Each cube side color image and
z-map is rendered into a separate texture using frame buffer
objects. The stitching is performed using a displacement texture holding the direction of the optical ray for each pixel of
the final image. From these directions the accessed cube side
and the texture coordinates are calculated within a fragment
shader and the appropriate colors and z-values are transfered
to the final frame-buffer.

The approach is robust against partial occlusion, viewpoint and lighting changes and works for fish-eye lenses
as well as for perspective images:
During the offline phase a video of the unknown scene
has been captured systematically from the range of viewpoints expected for the online phase. In this way we have
learned a 3D reference model for later use as described
in [4]. Reference frames have been extracted from this
video automatically and the depth has been computed
for each pixel within such an image. Given such a set of
calibrated reference images with depth information, we
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texture transformation between the scene plane and a
camera view of that plane can locally be approximated
well by a Taylor series. If we neglect all higher order
components, the mapping between scene and image becomes affine. Since this is valid for all images the texture transformation between two views of the same scene
plane can be approximated by a concatenation of the two
affine transformations which is also an affine transformation. This approximation is not only valid for perspective cameras, but for all cameras which have a continuous
mapping of textures. The goodness of the approximation
depends on the local nonlinearity of the mapping and the
continuity of the scene geometry, where the region stems
from.
We exploit this relationship by extracting affine covariant regions from the reference images, compare [42]
for a thorough discussion on different detectors. From the
set of available detectors we exemplary chose maximally
stable extremal regions (MSER [39]). These regions can
stably be detected under affine texture and brightness
transformations and therefore suit our needs even for
outdoor applications well. We normalize each detected
elliptic region to a spherical shape and compute a descriptor upon each normalized texture. The descriptor is
a high-dimensional vector, which characterizes the region
and which differs only slightly for corresponding regions
in different images. While a simple descriptor would contain for instance all the grey values of the region, we use
the gradient orientation histogram based SIFT descriptor [37] (see figure 2), since from all proposed descriptors, SIFT and its variations (e.g. GLOH[41] or, more
distantly related PCA-SIFT[30]) performed very well in
the evaluations of Mikolajczyk and Schmid [41].
Fig. 2 Top: Detected MSER features in a reference view.
To avoid large numbers of mismatches on the paving stones,
features where only extracted in upper image half for this
sequence. Bottom: Sample features with extracted descriptors: After normalization of the elliptic region to a circle
with normalized orientation, a 4x4 grid of gradient orientation histograms is computed according to [37]. In each of the
16 squares, larger histogram entries, meaning stronger gradient orientation in that sector, are symbolized brighter, see
magnified views of two sample features at the bottom.

3.2 Tree-Representation of Reduced Feature Space

For the task of descriptor matching against a database,
the descriptors can efficiently be stored in a tree as first
proposed by Beis and Lowe [5] and recently by Nistér
and Stewénius [45]. Additionally, we exploit the fact that
we have lots of measurements for each individual feature
from different views. We can therefore capture influence
of noise and parts of the nonlinearities not covered by
use the approach of [34] to detect robust image features, the affine transformation by measuring the intra-class
assign a 3D point to each and store them in a database. covariance of corresponding feature descriptors between
different views, i.e. we can measure which descriptor entries vary for a corresponding region and how much they
vary between different views.
3.1 Robust Features
Exploiting that we usually have only a limited numSince the camera can move significantly, registration based ber of features within our scene (e.g. several hundred or
on recognition of local image features can only be achieved thousand), the feature space dimension can be reduced
by using those 3D regions which can be detected from from 128 (standard SIFT descriptor) to 10-15 [34]. This
several viewpoints and whose descriptor does not change proved - depending on the scene and number of features significantly across these viewpoints. Such regions lie on to provide sufficient discriminative power, since we want
scene planes or on continuous surfaces, which can be ap- to distinguish only the features in our scene and not
proximated well using a scene plane. In that case the all imaginable ones. Additionally to being more efficient
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with fewer dimensions we can choose those dimensions
which are particularly well-suited to distinguish the descriptors in our scene. For computational efficiency and
their applicability to multi-class problems, linear methods from pattern classification can be applied for the
dimension reduction: In particular we favor MDA (multiple discriminant analysis [15]), a discriminative method
already successful in face recognition (“Fisher-Faces” [6])
when preparing the features: MDA exploits the scatter of
corresponding descriptors (for the same region in different images) and also the scatter of all descriptors to find a
good subspace in which the different descriptors are well
distinguishable. See [34] for a comparison of the different
space transformation and reduction methods exploiting
feature distribution information.
Next we transform the average descriptor for each
region and build a balanced binary tree according to [5]
of all descriptors in the reduced space. All transformed
descriptors are sorted according to their first (most important) dimension. The Median of the first reduced descriptor dimension is used to partition the descriptors
into two sets, which are put into the first two branches
of the tree. Each of these sets is then again partitioned
into two subsets in a recursive fashion until two or less
features are left in a particular branch. At each branch,
the separator and the dimension is saved, so further features can be added to the tree later. The descriptors are
only stored in the leaves. Furthermore, each descriptor is
linked to the 3D point of the region in the scene where it
originated from. The whole tree including the separators
can now be seen as a database which can be queried with
descriptors: If some descriptor is found in the database,
its corresponding 3D point on the model can be retrieved
and used for registration.

3.3 Registration
To achieve the registration of a new, unknown view with
our scene, we seek to establish correspondences between
the 3D points in the database of the previous section
and the current camera image: The same way as in the
offline phase robust 2D features are extracted from the
current fish-eye image. Figure 2 shows a view with extracted MSER features. These features are searched in
the database as follows:
Each descriptor is transformed according to the reduction transformation of the previous section. Next it is
sorted into the tree, i.e. it traverses the tree according to
the stored separator values. Its distance is then compared
for all the descriptors found in the resulting leave and a
backtracking strategy (“Best-Bin-First” [5]) is applied to
look into other promising leaves. This way an approximate nearest neighbor is found in reduced feature space:
If a descriptor already in the database is queried with
exactly the correct vector, the correct match will be returned. If the queried vector is only slightly different, it

is very likely that the nearest neighbor is returned. As
proposed by Lowe [37] we follow the strategy to retrieve
also the second best match and reject those matches,
whose second nearest neighbor is too close.
This results in potential 2D-3D correspondences for
the current image feature(2D) and the point in the offline
database(3D), contaminated by a large number of outliers. The camera pose is now robustly estimated using
a preemptive RANSAC [44]. This yields an approximate
pose which is a sufficient approximation for the subsequent tracking step.
The approach outlined above could be applied to each
individual image in a sequence. However, the robustness
is at the expense of decreased speed: Firstly, the significant amount of mismatches slows down the RANSAC
process. Secondly, to avoid aliasing and preserve texture information, the affine features require anisotropic
smoothing when their region is normalized from ellipses
to circles. Therefore the robust feature registration method
serves as an initialization and a fallback solution when
the tracking is lost and hands over to the fast and subpixel accurate tracking when successful: After the registration phase is completed we have an approximate camera pose, which can be refined using the free-form surface
model as shown in the next section.

4 Camera Tracking
Given an initial pose we can render the approximate
view from the model, optimize the pose and predict a
pose for the next image. If the optimization fails, we
have to re-initialize using the robust features of section 3.
Otherwise the tracking process continues with the next
predicted pose and the next image. The free-form surface model used for rendering can be created with the
methods of [4] or can be any other textured VRML or
CAD model of the scene. Regions in the model which
are definitely not suitable for tracking, e.g. highly reflective areas, non-rigidities like water, and which give rise
to many incorrect matches should be removed from the
model beforehand to avoid unnecessary additional outliers. On the other hand, it can be helpful to interpolate
or adjust uncertain or missing regions (e.g. on planes),
which are suitable for tracking to increase the number of
trackable surfaces.

4.1 Synthesizing a Model View
Given an approximate pose, the model is rendered (compare section 2.1) and the true pose is computed from
the displacement vectors between regions of the rendered
image and the real camera image. By using a fish-eye
lens we have all the advantages in visibility and geometrical stability, however the appearance of the model is
quite different between distant camera poses. Therefore
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we need the rendering to undistort these effects by warping the model image into the new viewpoint and allowing
to establish correspondences using standard techniques
like the KLT[3].
The fish-eye image is synthesized from the model
(cf. section 2.1). The assumption here is that the reconstructed surfaces are Lambertian (cf. to [27]), i.e. from
each viewpoint a point on the surface is observed with
the same color. Real surfaces however usually have also
specular properties, which are not captured in our models. Such effects can be handled better using plenoptic rendering [24] or view-dependant texture mapping,
where the model is textured from a previously stored
view close to the current view (as e.g. in [32]).A drawback of such dynamic texturing techniques is that blending strategies are required when moving from one viewpoint to another. If temporal illumination changes can
occur (dynamic lighting), which is typical for outdoor
scenarios, none of the methods will synthesize the exact
camera image, therefore we stick to the simple approach
of static model and compensating illumination locally as
explained later.

4.2 Correspondences between Image and Model
After the free-form surfaces are rendered, we check geometrically which ones are projected into the virtual image and establish image-to-model correspondences.
In each rendered free-form surface we search for textured regions with a minimum size. We save its center
point xi and create its corresponding 3D point Xi by
back-projecting the viewing ray onto the model using
the depth from the renderer. This delivers a 3D model
feature.
We start individual gradient-based minimizations [38,
3] of the intensity differences at these locations xi between the patches in the synthesized and the real image
(see figure 3). This is more robust than a gradient-based
global optimization of the pose across the whole image
[31], since several scene parts may be occluded by persons or other unmodeled objects and it is hard to decide
within one iteration step, which pixels should be used
and which not. In contrast, for a whole free-form surface we can test the projection error to see whether it
is an outlier [28]. Furthermore, for each free-form surface, different local lighting changes may occur, e.g. due
to temporarily illuminated regions or dynamic shadows
in outdoor scenarios, and therefore it is good to have a
local brightness compensation.
The difference minimization is always carried out between a synthesized image and the actual camera image.
This way, the offline model serves as a global reference
and we will not accumulate drift as it would be the case
when one tracks from camera image to camera image.
The rendering can be seen as a fish-eye compensation
of the patch for tracking. In controlled environments we

use the standard KLT tracker, which measures only 2D
offsets for a region, since our prediction (the rendered
image) is usually very close. A comprehensive overview
of gradient based image registration and KLT tracking
can be found in [3].
For outdoor sequences, which usually suffer from illumination changes depending on time of day and weather,
we use a light insensitive version of the KLT, which relaxes the image brightness constancy assumption of the
original algorithm to an affine brightness model: We assume that illumination changes can locally be explained
by a brightness scale and an offset, which is constant for
one local free-form surface. For a detailed overview of
tracking with appearance change compare [2].
One difficulty which has to be addressed is that the
free-form surface model contains holes, where no texture
and no depth is present. For efficiency reasons we chose
to only use those free-form surfaces which project to a
completely filled n x n window in the 2D view, where
the window size n is a parameter which controls between
tracking speed and accuracy, e.g. n = 9. A different solution would be to use a mask in the window and to ignore
black(unrendered) pixels. This provides more flexibility
in the features to be usable but would mean an overhead
in each KLT iteration step.
A free-form surface localization has converged when a
position update step is below dx pixels. We use dx = 0.1
pixels, which again controls between speed and accuracy. We compute the MAD (mean absolute grey value
residuum) for the whole patch and apply the X84 rule
as described in [22,23] to the vector of all free-form surface MADs. This is a noise-adaptive, dynamic threshold which rejects those correspondences whose MAD is
larger than l times the Median of all MADs for that image, i.e. which behave much worse than the majority of
correspondences. This way, photometric outliers are removed and many occluded features, moving persons or
unmodeled objects are greedily rejected.
For the other features we establish 2D-3D correspondences from the patch center in the image and the backprojected 3D point from the model (compare figure 4).
This is in contrast to the plenoptic approach (cf. to
[1]) for probabilistic camera tracking from [14, 24], which
does not provide depth. In our approach the rendered
image is not scored as a whole, but the 2D-3D correspondences provide information how to correct the pose
to make the rendered and the real image coincide, which
is described next.
4.3 Robust Pose Estimation
The resulting 2D-3D correspondences are then processed
in a robust non-linear pose estimator, which starts at the
predicted pose and minimizes the ray error for all 2D-3D
correspondences. To limit the influence of single remaining mismatches an M-Estimator with Huber [55, 25] error function h() is applied. More precisely, the position
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Fig. 3 Correspondences between a rendered model view (left) and a camera image (right). Corresponding regions are shown
as small green squares in the right image, while features rejected by the X84 rule appear as red circles in the right image.
Two blue squares show magnified regions in the rendered image.

Fig. 4 2D positions of successfully registered free-form surfaces (right) and the depth map from the used model view (left).
From this data, each 2D position is assigned a 3D model correspondence from the depth map which can then be fed into the
pose estimation.

xi and the covariance matrix Cxi xi from the KLT tracker
in the original image are transformed to local ray x̂i and
a covariance Ĉi which is obtained through an unscented
transform[29]. Now the Mahalanobis distance between
x̂i and the ray of the 3D point is minimized, where the
transformed covariance Ĉi of the tracked point defines
the Mahalanobis error metric.

X 
h (x̂i − P̂ (p, Xi ))T Ĉi−1 (x̂i − P̂ (p, Xi )) → min
i

We are looking for the pose p which minimizes the
sum of these distances for all points. After convergence
of the Levenberg-Marquardt minimization (cf. [55]) of
the above error, we use the incidence test [28] to determine for each tracked surface whether it is an inlier or an

outlier. The outliers are removed and the optimization
is performed again.

4.4 Looped Rendering
Once the pose is computed it is possible to render an updated fish-eye image from this optimized pose and perform the KLT step again. Ideally, all features would already be at the correct positions and the real and the
rendered images would be identical. However, small offsets due to only few or noisy features from the previous
iteration might still occur and can be exploited to iterate
towards an even better pose. If and how many iterations
are needed depends on the quality of the pose prediction
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and therefore mainly on the speed and smoothness of
camera movement and the speed of computation. Within
the camera movement, the rotation is the most critical
part, because at a certain distance to the scene fast rotations change the fish-eye image more drastically than
fast translations.
At first sight it is conceivable that multiple rendering
iterations might have several advantages: Spurious tracking errors in high-frequency repetitive patterns could
be corrected, e.g. if the wrong brick or paving stone is
matched out of many. One might also wonder whether
at a new rendering pass a new free-form surface snaps
in, which ties a previously uncertain degree of freedom
of the camera pose.
However, in practice this turned out to be a rather
theoretical consideration: If the prediction is really wrong,
no feature will snap in at the first iteration and another
rendering pass will not help, because there is no updated
pose available. In [33] it has been shown that no significant reduction of pose error could be observed when
iterating more than two or three times. If the prediction
is already good and if performance is an issue, tracking
with fewer or even only one rendering iteration is feasible.
Therefore the number of rendering iterations is a quality parameter, controlling between accuracy and tracking frame-rate. Interestingly, the prediction quality improves automatically when tracking frame-rate increases,
because pose differences become minor when images are
taken frequently enough. Another way of improving the
prediction is to use additional inertial or rotation sensors[10].

5 System Evaluation
A quite natural and intuitive evaluation of a tracking
system designed for augmentation is to augment and see
whether the visual impression is good, which is however
not objective. Therefore we decided to render synthetic
image sequences with real texture, where we have exact
ground truth pose information for quantitative evaluation. Nevertheless, we prove qualitatively that the system runs in real environments and show that the system
copes with the difficulties usually not modeled in synthetic data (moving persons, illumination effects,..).
As discussed earlier there are several parameters of
the system which control between speed (frame-rate of
tracking) and accuracy of the system, e.g. accuracy of
the model, convergence criterion of the KLT patch registration or number of rendering passes. Our focus here
lies on the principles of the overall system and on the
evaluation of sensitivity and applicability to certain environments, while we do not present details on specific
optimizations of well-known components, compare e.g.
[9,13,8] for implementations of KLT and 2D-3D correspondence based pose estimation in real-time.

Scene
Sofa
TV Studio
Office
Church
School

Type
rendered
real, indoor
real, indoor
real, outdoor
real, outdoor

Extent (m3 )
5x4x2
6x4x6
5x5x3
50 x 20 x 12
40 x 20 x 10

T
1.5m
3m
2m
5m
5m

R
80◦
60◦
60◦
50◦
60◦

Table 1 Overview of tested scenarios: Reconstructed scene
size as width x depth x height and extent of camera translation (T) and rotation (R) in test sequences.

Fig. 5 Upper Row: Perspective view and depth map of the
reconstructed Sofa Scene, Bottom Row: Close view of full
resolution mesh of a pillow on that sofa: This mesh cannot
be approximated well by using just one or two planar patches,
because it is really free-form.

In the next sections several problems occurring in
typical tracking applications are discussed and it is shown
how the proposed system behaves in presence of disturbances. First, we discuss the influence of the accuracy of
the model used for tracking, afterwards the model-based
wide-angle tracking is compared to other standard tracking approaches. In the second part of the evaluation the
absence of drift on long sequences and insensitivity to
lighting conditions, clutter and moving scene content as
well as photometric distortion of parts of the image is
demonstrated on several image sequences from outdoor
and indoor (compare table 1).

5.1 Sensitivity to Model Accuracy
The accuracy of the pose estimation depends on the
goodness of the model used for tracking. Therefore, we
compared rendering speed and average pose estimation
accuracy (figure 7) at varying resolutions of the triangle
mesh for tracking (figure 6). As ground truth we used
a model of a real living room scene (compare table 1)
with real textures as reconstructed by the offline modeling part (see figure 5). The model is fused from four
perspective depth maps of the scene, consists of 1.2 mil-
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Fig. 6 Reduced Meshes (Number of triangles: Top Left:
318908, Top Right: 87724, Center Left: 25616, Center Right:
6862), Bottom Row: Ground Truth Fish-eye Image (left) and
Photometric Difference (right) for a 6862 triangles sample
view from meshes above

lion triangles with a bounding box of about 5m x 4m
x 2m. We generated a sequence of 350 fish-eye images
(140◦ field of view, camera translation about 1.5m, rotation in all directions, where the vertical axis rotations
dominates by up to 80◦ ) with ground truth pose information.
The number of triangles is reduced from 1.200.000
down to 1.600 by a combination of depth map resolution
reduction and quad tessellation similar to what has been
proposed in [16]. Some of the meshes can be seen in figure
6.
The main result of this evaluation is not surprising:
With increasing number of triangles rendering performance goes down; if the GPU resource limit is reached,
real-time tracking becomes infeasible. The pose estimation error decreases about logarithmically with increasing number of triangles. In the extreme case of only a
few triangles the scene is actually represented by planar
patches, which turned out to be only usable as long as
the underlying scene is planar. Otherwise the rendering
does not fulfill the undistortion goal: the rendered and
the camera image look significantly different and cannot
be matched by the KLT tracker. Only those points are
found which actually do lie on planes and are approxi-

Fig. 7 Model detail in number of triangles. Top: Pure Rendering Frame-rate, Bottom: Average Orientation and Position Error on Living Room Sequence

mated well. A fair tradeoff for this particular scene is to
choose about 100.000 triangles.

5.2 Comparison against other Algorithms
The proposed system has been compared using the Sofa
scenario (compare table 1) against a) incremental structure-from-motion using the same camera with 140◦ FOV
but no model and b) model-based tracking with a 40◦
FOV perspective camera with the same number of pixels and same number of surfaces. The pose error is given
as position (translational) error in cm and orientation
error in degree. The orientation error thereby incorporates deviations in all three axes, because it is taken from
the axis-angle representation of the rotation between the
ground truth camera and the estimated camera. The sequence is run forward and backward, generating a total
of 700 frames with image 1 and 700 at identical pose.
The results in figure 8 show that the model-based fish-eye
tracking outperforms both other approaches. The error
is very low and constant over the complete sequence with
average position error of 0.3 cm and orientation error of
0.1◦ .
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The structure-from-motion algorithm a) has no prior
model and generates the model on the fly. Therefore, the
average pose error is higher than with the model. Scale
was fixed such that the tracking can be compared with
the model-based approaches. Drift does not accumulate
very much since all features are visible in most images,
however we see an error increase as the camera moves
away from the initial position. We deliberately left out
the bundle adjustment, which would clearly help, but
which is not feasible in real-time applications. Average
position error is about 2 cm, average orientation error
0.3◦ .
The perspective model-based tracking b) on the other
hand has difficulties in distinguishing between camera rotation and camera translation, which might be the reason
for the high correlation between orientation and translation error in figure 8. Furthermore it does only see about
100 of the about 500 free-form surfaces in the model at a
given time because of its limited field of view. The errors
are much higher with average position error 4 cm and
orientation error 0.8◦ .

5.3 Absence of Drift
A very important feature of our analysis-by-synthesis approach is the absence of drift, which allows to track infinitely long sequences inside of the 3D model range. To
prove the applicability of our method we evaluate a real
sequence (see also figure 1), which consists of 1400 images of 1600×1200 pixels, that were taken with a fish-eye
lens covering a viewing angle of 185◦ . The camera was
moved handheld and translated approximately 6m sidewards while panning up to 90◦ . The filmed buildings were
up to 20m away and 12m in height. The camera path was
reconstructed according to [4] using the full fish-eye images as explained earlier. The resulting depth map was
used to create a mesh yielding a 3D model of the scene
which consists of 90303 triangles (compare figure 9, top).
Without ground-truth data, the verification of the estimated camera path is difficult. One way to check for
consistent model and camera path reconstruction is to
augment the model into a sequence. The bottom image
of figure 9 shows an augmentation of the model rendered
with the estimated camera parameters. In order to provide an augmentation which is distinguishable from the
background image, the texture of the model was replaced
by its gradient magnitude. While evaluating the model
tracking, the difference images between the original image and the rendered model view were monitored. This
qualitative evaluation showed that the observable tracking error was in the range of one pixel.
In order to analyze potential accumulation of errors
in pose estimation for long sequences, 360 consecutive
images of the real sequence were processed forward and
backwards several times, starting at the middle of the sequence. The central image position is reached eight times

Fig. 8 Algorithm comparison on ground truth living room
sequence (350 images forward+backward). Top: Fish-eye
Model Tracking, Center: Fish-eye Structure-From-Motion,
Bottom: Perspective Model Tracking (40◦ FOV), which produces the worst results, printed here with triple error range.
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pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SfM Tracking
∆T
∆φ
2.57 cm 0.098◦
1.92 cm 0.085◦
1.92 cm 0.085◦
2.79 cm
0.11◦
2.41 cm
0.11◦
1.06 cm
0.02◦
3.53 cm
0.13◦
3.22 cm
0.14◦

Model Tracking
∆T
∆φ
0.73 cm 0.047◦
0.82 cm 0.047◦
0.69 cm 0.046◦
0.73 cm 0.047◦
0.84 cm 0.048◦
0.68 cm 0.046◦
0.73 cm 0.047◦
0.81 cm 0.047◦

Table 2 Pose error evaluation for a looped image sequence,
which passed the image under inspection eight times. The
SfM columns show the position and orientation error using a
structure from motion based tracking and how pose estimation has drifted when passing this image. The model columns
show the avoidance of error accumulation when tracking is
supported by a model.

Furthermore the pose error is smaller at all times when
compared with the SfM tracking.
5.4 Occlusion and Lighting

Fig. 9 Top: Perspective view onto reference model School
from above and extent of camera movement used for drift
measurement. The camera is going forward/backward from
one end of this path to the other. It passes the green middle
camera, where the pose estimation is compared to previous
and following passes (see table 2). Bottom: augmentation of
model view and real image using estimated parameters. The
texture used for the augmentation is the gradient magnitude
of original texture, strong gradient edges colored in red.

and compared to the first pose, which should always be
the same. Figure 9 shows the extent of this path which is
approximately 2 meters to the left and to the right of the
middle camera (green, center of path). Looping through
this sequence resulted in 2160 images for tracking. Given
the pose for the first (central) image, the camera poses
for this “oscillating” sequence are estimated using SfM
tracking and model based tracking with 400 features for
both. Model based tracking uses only one rendering iteration.
Table 2 compares the error development at the middle image over consecutive passes of a looped sequence
using tracking on fish-eye images, but without a model.
Although the error is not constantly growing with each
pass, an error increase is visible. On the other hand
the tracking error observed using the model (last two
columns) is confined and does not increase over consecutive passes. This confirms that the system does not drift.

In another outdoor sequence we show results in a really
challenging scenario, where we went into a pedestrian
precinct and took a model of a church (compare figure
10 and 3), which we then used for tracking. Illumination changed quite significantly between model creation
and tracking and even between subsequent frames during
tracking, because lots of clouds moved and let the sun
appear and disappear again. This does not only change
the brightness of the image but amplifies local shadows
and stresses relief effects. Furthermore, when using a fisheye lens, the sun is almost always in the camera image,
leading to blooming effects, corrupted image lines and
optical ring reflections within the lens.
Apart from the lighting, people moved in front of the
camera even during the reconstruction process. For visualization purposes we augmented an online video with a
transparent model, which shows only some edges of the
church as reference. It can be seen that the augmentation stays stable even when persons move in the scene or
when the light changes (compare sample views in figure
10). Even in the case where the CCD blooming effects
distort parts of the image, the pose can be estimated
from the remaining good free-form surfaces, because the
subdivision of the model allows to track each “feature”
individually. The KLT residuum check already rejects
the blooming outliers.
5.5 Evaluation of Further Scenarios
The tracking system has been tested in additional scenarios (see also table 1), of which a brief overview is given
in figure 11.
As a qualitative evaluation, we looped the sequences
used during reconstruction several times. In both scenar-
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Fig. 11 Example scenarios Office (left) and TV Studio
(right), each with sample image, perspective view of 3D
model, rendered depth map and rendered image (top to bottom). The approximate scene volumes are 5m x 5m x 3m for
the office and 6m x 4m x 6m for the TV studio. The real
camera images can be calibrated reliably only up to a certain percentage(e.g. 90%) of their field of view, therefore the
rendered images use only that smaller field of view and the
active area is smaller.

Fig. 10 Lighting and Moving Persons in the Church Sequence. Sample images are augmented with a transparent
model only containing some lines as reference. Moving persons (bottom): The rectangle in the lower image covers a horizontal field of view of more than 60 degrees, which appears
rather small due to the large field of view of the proposed system. Light changes: Observe that the sun heavily degraded
some of the images (blooming, particularly in top image) and
changes the local appearances of some regions (e.g. the floor
in the center image). Compare figure 3 for a rendered view
from the model.

ios, the pose error (compared to the offline model) for the
first image of the sequence is about the same as for all its
other occurrences in the sequence and does not systematically increase:TV Studio: below 0.1◦ orientation and
1 cm translation error. Office: up to 0.2◦ orientation and
1.4 cm translation error. This shows that the system can
cope with these scenarios and does not drift. The average
pose difference with respect to the offline reconstruction
of the Office sequence was 0.23◦ (σ = 0.12◦ ) orientation
and 0.95 cm (σ = 0.54 cm) translation. On the TV Studio
sequence the orientation difference was 0.27◦ (σ = 0.16◦ )
orientation and 4.1 cm (σ = 2.9 cm).
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6 Conclusion
We have discussed a camera tracking system, which first
builds a textured model from the environment and afterwards uses the model in an analysis-by-synthesis approach for tracking. Initially, an automated registration
is performed based on a database of robust features. Afterwards, the graphics hardware is exploited to render a
distortion-compensated and perspectively warped model
image with an approximate pose. Since this compensates
the effects of the lens and viewpoint, now full advantage
can be taken of the fish-eye properties, which proved to
be superior to perspective cameras in tracking. It was
shown that there is no drift accumulation over time and
therefore the system is well-suited to work on infinitely
long image sequences. The accuracy of the model approximation should fit well the free-form surfaces, since
planar approximations of curved surfaces degrade the accuracy. On current GPUs a model complexity of about
100.000 triangles is feasible. The system is robust against
outliers and drastic lighting changes and works well even
in challenging outdoor scenarios.
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